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What
Sun control and shading devices are an important design feature in many 
energy-efficient design strategies. Revamp Sunshade systems are a perfect 
solution combining function and art. Sunshading devices control and diffuse 
the amount of sunlight into a building, reduce solar heat gain, and improve the 
quality of natural lighting and comfort in interior spaces. In addition to 
function, Revamp Sunshading systems provide the opportunity to create 
dramatic interest to building facades, workspaces, and entries using the 
contrast of sun and shadow. Sunshading can be provided using horizontal or 
vertical shading devices, or a combination of the two. Awning and canopy 
sunshading systems are available as surface mounted or freestanding 
systems. Choose from Revamp’s growing library of patterns or create a unique 
custom pattern for your sunshading project.

Standard Sunshading Systems
Whatever the application, Revamp has an engineered sunshade solution 
available. All sunshade, awning and canopy systems are delivered prefinished 
and ready to install, including all necessary hardware for assembly. 
Our engineered knife blade and formed panel sunshade systems make 
installation easy. All sunshade solutions are designed and engineered to 
preserve the building envelope.

Custom Sunshade Systems
Are you looking for a unique sunshade system? Contact Revamp’s 
professional design team to assist you with sunshade mounting 
solutions, sunshade panel design, and installation details. 
Our engineering team can provide professionally stamped product 
design addressing weights, load requirements, and fastening 
specifications for your design coordination. We will coordinate with 
your design and construction team to ensure that your sunshade 
system is compatible with your building envelope.

Finish
Revamp aluminum sunshades systems are finished with PVDF based 
finishes providing 10-year warranties (20-year warranty available) and 
meet AAMA 2605 specification. PVFD finishes (also known as Kynar, 
Duranar, Trinar, and Fluropon) are highly resistant to chemical damage, 
UV fading, and mechanical damage. This results in a long-lasting 
architectural metal finish that will wear well and is resistant to color 
fading. Steel sunshade systems are finished with two-coat powder 
coat finish. Custom color and color matching are available.

Material
Aluminum sunshade panels provide minimal weight loads on the 
building structure compared to steel. Aluminum is highly resistant to 
corrosion providing better durability and longer product life. Sunshade 
systems are available in steel. Weight, manufacturing limitations, and 
corrosion are all characteristics that must be considered when 
designing steel for exterior sunshade applications.


